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What matters to you
Everyday, Thistle supports people to live the life they want regardless 
of health condition or disability. Our support starts with asking,  
“what matters to you?” rather than “what’s the matter with you?”. 
That’s why this year, we’ve asked people to share their stories with 
you in our annual review. 

What matters to Diana, Chief Executive 
and David, Chair of the Board.

It’s been a real challenge to pick out and 
share with you just a few of the many 
things that we’ve seen or experienced this 
year that we think matter to Thistle as an 
organisation. But here are a few which for 
very different reasons are important to us.

The generosity of spirit, resourcefulness 
and human kindness of our staff – 
especially our Supported Living teams 
– was clearly demonstrated when 
the Beast from the East roared in last 
March. Individuals and teams tackled 
exceptionally snowy conditions with 
courage (in some cases) and a can-do 
attitude (in all cases). Staff stayed away 
from their own homes and families in  
order to be close to the people we support 
and people rallied round to make sure that 
everyone was OK and no-one was  
left stranded. 

The year saw major changes in our 
work supporting disabled people to live 
independently in their own homes. After a 
thorough financial and operational review, 
we sadly and reluctantly took the decision 
to transfer our operations in Renfrew, to 
Partners for Inclusion, an organisation with 
similar values and approach to Thistle. In 
December 2017, we extended our support 

provision in Edinburgh, and welcomed 
43 new supported people and 63 new 
members of staff transferring from Garvald 
Edinburgh. These changes demonstrate 
our commitment to providing support 
in Edinburgh, the Lothians and Fife and 
further strengthens our financial position. 

While people are generally living longer, 
many are living longer with a range of 
long-term physical and mental health 
conditions. For some, the diagnosis can 
be a devastating, life-changing event and 
we very much want to be there for anyone 
who is struggling with their situation. 
At a local level, this has translated into 
more people being referred – or self-
referring – to Thistle for support. For the 
first time in ten years, we’ve had a waiting 
list. Our response has been a high-profile 
fundraising campaign featuring one of 
our truly inspiring volunteers, Malcolm, to 
reduce the wait and enable us to reach out 
to more people. 

We are grateful that throughout the year, 
so many people have supported the 
campaign and donated to Thistle or have 
given us their time and enthusiasm – it 
really matters to us to know that we have 
your on-going support. 

Thank you. 

Diana Noel-Paton, 
CEO

David Giffin, 
Chair of the Board  
of Trustees
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Young People
Deciding what matters can be hard at times of change, such as 
leaving school. Thistle supports young disabled people at this 
point in their lives  to explore what matters to them, make plans 
for the future and take the first steps to make their plans a reality.

This starts with in-school drama workshops and can be followed-
up with large-group, person-centred planning sessions called the 
‘Big Plan’. Here, we work with young people and their families to 
support their transition from school to adult life.

Big Plan people
‘There are now so many possibilities for  
my grandchild to move forward and live  
a fulfilling life.’  
Carer

‘It made me think that from little gems of 
ideas, bigger plans can develop, and the 
power of the group / community is greater 
than what you can plan or imagine alone.’ 
Parent

This year, we supported young people, 
their families and volunteers in Edinburgh, 
Midlothian, Fife and Argyll and Bute. 
We also trained others to facilitate and  
run sessions.

‘It made me 
 think that from little 
gems of ideas, bigger 

plans can develop, and 
the power of the group 
/community is greater 

than what you can  
plan or imagine  
alone.’ Parent

Participating in Big Plan
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Kieran’s Story

“When I was 12 I found I was autistic. I felt 
my world went upside-down. A couple of 
years ago I was lost. My mum wasn’t sure 
what would happen to me in the world, 
she was scared people would take the 
advantage of me.

I think I was a bit depressed that I couldn’t 
go to the shops by myself. I felt like a 
prisoner in my own house. I wanted to do 
science after school, but I was told I’d have 
to do Entry to Learning. What’s the benefit 
of that? I’m not going to end up anywhere.

I got involved with Thistle through school. 
We did drama, we acted moments we 
would face when we leave school. Then 
we did Big Plan, with our families. My labels 
didn’t matter – it was like a sticker you 
could just peel off.

“At Big Plan I said that I 
wanted to learn to travel.  
I wanted to be independent 
and to go places by myself, 
show I was capable. I didn’t 
want my mum running 
after me. Alexander’s story 
at Big Plan inspired me. He 
cancelled his taxi and got a 
bus, I felt I could relate  
to that.”

At Big Plan I said that I wanted to learn to 
travel. I wanted to be independent and to 
go places by myself, show I was capable. 
I didn’t want my mum running after me. 
Alexander’s story at Big Plan inspired me. 
He cancelled his taxi and got a bus, I felt I 
could relate to that.

Coleman from Thistle helped me get the 
bus and gave me advice. My mum stopped 
worrying because I proved I was capable”.

What matters to Kieran

to learn  
to travel

to be 
independent

to go places  
by myself

Kieran, Big Plan participant
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Out of the Blue Traineeships 

Thistle works in partnership with Out of the 
Blue Café and Out of the Blueprint print 
studio in Edinburgh to offer traineeships to 
young disabled people. 

Steph: “Our café environment can be very 
good for young trainees. People who work 
here are really talkative – even if a trainee 
is shy they end up chatting away! 

One of the things that matters to me 
about our partnership with Thistle is that 
young people are working and learning 
independently and aren’t reliant on a 
support worker. 

It’s really rewarding seeing the difference 
the traineeships make to their confidence 
over time.” 

Johnny: “Three years ago we had the idea 
of Print Studio traineeships but we weren’t 
sure we could do it as the Studio was a 
fledgling enterprise. At first, we wanted 
Thistle staff to be there to support the 
young people but we soon realised that 
they weren’t the ones needing support –  
it was us! We needed to learn how to work 
with the young people.

It matters to us that we provide real work 
experience, where young people are part 
of a team with expectations and demands 
of them. We hope our trainees learn that 
work can be fulfilling whether you are 
making comics or making cakes. It’s a  
first step.”

“Our café environment can be 
very good for young trainees. 

People who come here are really 
talkative – even if a trainee is shy 

they end up chatting away!”

Image title?

What Matters to Zain

a paid job

being 
independent

meeting new 
people

Johnny and Beth,  
Out of the Blue 
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Health and wellbeing
Our doors are open to everyone, regardless of physical or mental 
health condition. We support people so that they can regain 
control over their lives, focus on what matters to them and lead 
the life they want. 

This year, we supported more than 350 
people struggling with their long term 
health condition or going through a 
difficult time in their lives. And every week 
around 200 people come to use our gym.

Everyone who is referred to Thistle – 
or who self-refers – has an hour-long 
consultation with one of our experienced 
practitioners to discuss how best we can 
support the person to regain control 
of their life and condition. The key to 
our approach is a Good Conversation – 
discovering what matters to people and 
supporting them so that they can focus  
on living the life they want.

The support we provide ranges from ten-
week Lifestyle Management Courses, Tai 
Chi and mindfulness classes, and access to 
creative and social activities at the Centre.  
We also have a programme for veterans 
and peer-led community groups such as 
Thistle Shed for veterans and civilians and 
a Hobby Hut for women.

Access to Support Matters
For many people, the diagnosis of a long-
term condition can be life-changing and 
isolating. We are there for anyone who 
might be struggling to live the life they 
want while managing their condition.

Research we commissioned in 2017, 
suggests that more people than ever 
before are looking for support to manage 
their health condition. Almost one in three 
households in Scotland is now home to 
at least one person living with a long term 
condition or disability. At 30%, this figure 
has remained stable since a previous 
survey commissioned in 2013. But the 
research also shows that the percentage 
of these households who find it difficult 
to access the right support has risen from 
28% to 36%.

This year, we supported over 

350 
people struggling to live with their 
long term health condition or going 
through a difficult time in their 
lives. And every week around 

200 
people come to use our gym.

Iona with 
Hobby Hut 
rocking horse
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“Eleven years ago, severe back pain meant 
I was bedridden. By the age of 40 I was 
medically retired and told I could never 
work again. It seemed like my life was over. 
I felt like I’d been written off - I’d written 
myself off. I’d hit rock bottom. 

Then my GP referred me to Thistle to take 
part in the Lifestyle Management with 
Exercise Course. It was very, very scary. I’d 
been bedridden for so long - to leave the 
house I needed a wheelchair. How would I 
cope with going to a gym and exercising?

Thistle sat me down and asked what my 
hopes were for the future. I didn’t know 
how to answer. I’d given up on having 
hopes. But I took a deep breath and told 
them my wildest, most unrealistic dream: 
to start swimming again. It had once been 
my big passion. I expected them to write 
the idea off.

Instead they listened, and together we 
talked about what it would take for me to 
be able to rebuild my physical strength 
in order to get in a pool. Everything 
Thistle did was focused on me and my 
needs. I started to develop my physical 
and emotional health. I tried taking a 
swimming class in the local pool. Slowly  
I rediscovered my love for the water. 

And last year, I did the thing I never 
believed I could do. I took part in the Great 
Scottish Swim across Loch Lomond.”

What Matters to Dawn

start  
swimming  

again

to rebuild my 
physical strength

to support people 
on their journey 
back to living the 
life they want.

Dawn’s Story

Dawn, now a Thistle Health and Wellbeing practitioner

“Thistle sat me down and asked  
what my hopes were for the future.  

I didn’t know how to answer. I’d given 
up on having hopes. But I took a deep 

breath and told them my wildest, most 
unrealistic dream: to start swimming 

again. It had once been my big passion.”
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Midlothian Wellbeing Service

“It’s important to me that we engage with 
people living with long-term conditions or 
experiencing difficult life situations early 
and that we are able to begin to work with 
them before their situation escalates and 
has a worse effect on their wellbeing” 
Leanne, Thistle Lead Practitioner.

Thistle wellbeing practitioners are 
passionate about reaching more people 
who need support to live well with their 
long-term conditions. In 2015, we started 
working with Midlothian Health and 
Social Care Partnership on the Midlothian 
Wellbeing Service, providing supported 
self-management in eight Midlothian  
GP practices. 

What Matters to Tom
Tom Welsh, Integration Manager, 
Midlothian Council, shares his views  
about the service.

“People in Midlothian living with long-term 
conditions often struggle to find the right 
support. And we’re seeing an increase in 
younger people – those under 65 – living 
with these conditions. The challenge for 
us is not only responding to the medical 
aspects of a long-term conditions but 
also supporting people who are finding it 
hard to live with the consequences - the 
emotional, practical and economic impact 
on their lives.

“The Midlothian Wellbeing Service is 
about providing the right support at the 
right time. It’s about proactive out-reach 
to identify those who need help and 

being there for them. It’s about helping 
people take control of their lives and their 
condition. It’s ultimately about people 
living better.

Doing things differently
“Integration of health and social care 
created the opportunity for us to develop a 
long-term partnership with Thistle, finding 
new ways to support people effectively. It’s 
still early days but we’re getting positive 
feedback from GPs and people who have 
been referred. 

“This year, in addition to supporting 
people within GP surgeries, the wellbeing 
team has successfully delivered Lifestyle 
Management Courses across Midlothian 
and worked with community partners to 
set up walking groups and other forms  
of peer support. We think this shows  
the responsiveness of the service and  
our shared commitment to supporting 
people where and how they need it.  
While there are strong indicators that this 
is a valued and effective way of working, 
We’re continually learning and developing 
the service.”

What matters to Leanne

reaching  
people who are 

struggling

pople get the 
right support at 
the right time

listening to 
 what matters

Thistle practitioners part of 
Midlothian Wellbeing Service Leanne, Thistle Lead Practitioner, based in Midlothian
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Supported Living 
We care very much about what matters to the people we support 
and their families. 

Thistle supports 120 disabled people in 
Fife and the Lothians to live independent, 
meaningful and fulfilling lives. As this 
means something different to each person 
we take a flexible, tailored approach. 
Support can range from just a few hours 
a day to 24/7 and can involve anything 
from making sure people can get to work, 
prepare a meal, have a day out at the 
beach or enjoy meeting friends. 

This year, Thistle provided an average of 
over 7,000 hours of support. However, 
we feel hours of support provided is too 
crude a way to measure impact and so 
we’re changing to a way of working that 
links individual’s budgets for support with 
specific personal outcomes – what matters 
to them.

This year, the Care Inspectorate who 
review our activities every year graded us 
at level 5, ‘very good’ in all areas.

“We would not have got to where we are 
now without the help of (the family forum 
coordinator) who was a godsend. This is 
the help people need as you don’t know 
where to start. Providing this 1:1 service is 
vital, family support is paramount. Thistle 
provide this and we are very grateful.” 
Family of person supported by Thistle.

“All my needs are met well. The staff always 
go by the care plan. They go on training all 
the time.”

“The staff try to get me to go out more.”

A full copy of this report is available on 
www.thistle.org.uk.

What matters to Emma

feeling safe  
and respected

using my lived 
experience to help 

others
leading the  
life I want

Emma, person supported by Thistle and volunteer trainer

Thistle supports 

120 
disabled people in the Lothians  
and Fife to live independent, 
meaningful and fulfilling lives.  
As this means something different 
to each person we take a flexible, 
tailored approach. 
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Our personal assistants (PAs) work in  
small teams to support people with 
physical and learning disabilities to live  
the life they want.

It’s almost impossible to define what 
makes a great personal assistant and 
we work with the people we support to 
recruit PAs who not only have the skills, 
qualities and values that will ensure quality 
of support but also to ensure that staff 
interests and aspirations match those of 
the person they will work with.

Here’s what one family member said,  
“My son has a stable consistent team.  
I had to reject one PA, just not a 
good match. There’s always room for 
improvement, but I can relax and trust  
in the care provided”.

Now, more  
than ever, Thistle is 

focused on listening to 
what matters to people 

and ensuring that we 
continue to provide  
the best quality of 

support.

risk-taking to 
improve things

change

people having a 
voice and choice

Our Thistle Personal Assistants

Pat, Lead Practitioner with over 20 years’ experience working for Thistle

These are challenging times for supported 
living; rising costs, pressure on local 
council budgets and full employment in 
Edinburgh. We are confident we can meet 
these challenges by making changes 
to the structure of our support teams 
to increase our ability to attract, recruit, 
retain and develop the best staff.  Now, 
more than ever, Thistle is focused on 
listening to what matters to people and 
ensuring that we continue to provide the 
best quality of support.

What matters to Pat
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Our community 
Community of Wellbeing 
Thistle has been a part of Craigmillar for some 74 years and we 
value our relationship with the community. In 2017, we held 
two information-gathering workshops with local residents and 
community workers where poor health was identified as one of 
the greatest challenges facing residents. It was also recognised 
that local people themselves were central to changing this 
situation and develop resilience in the community. 

We applied for funding to help us focus our 
support for local people and establish a 
community of wellbeing in Craigmillar.

In October 2017 Angela Constance MSP, 
Cabinet Secretary for Communities, Social 
Security and Equalities announced that 
Thistle had secured funding through the 
Aspiring Communities Fund, supported 
by the European Social Fund and Scottish 
Government. The project funding runs 
until April 2019.

“Our work is driven by what local people 
have told us matters to them. We’ve run 
pop-ups and community events to link 
people to the places and projects that 
would be a meaningful and helpful support 
to them - and to find out what’s missing.

“The funding gives us the opportunity 
to work with more people who want to 
volunteer. It matters to me that anyone 
can find an opportunity to use their skills 
and interests to play an active role in  
their community and shape the support 
Thistle provides.”
Leigh

Easter  
bake sale

What matters to Leigh

reducing the 
waiting list

meaningful 
volunteering

local people 
shaping our work

 Leigh, Thistle Health and Wellbeing Practitioner – Peer Development
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This year, we launched our first children’s 
wellbeing project pilot with Castleview and 
Brunstane Primary Schools in Edinburgh. 

Jenna Florence of Castleview Primary, 
Craigmillar
“We’ve a big focus on health and wellbeing 
at Castleview, especially around mental 
health. If children are coping well and have 
positive mental wellbeing then it has a 
really positive impact on their learning. 

As a school, we focus on four key values – 
honesty, joy, respect and kindness – and 
all our wellbeing work with children and 
families ties into these. Our partnership 
with Thistle helps give children strategies 
for coping with difficult feelings. We’ve 
seen a difference in the children taking 
part, with pupils using these strategies 
in school and sharing them with others. 
We’ve even noticed attendance is better 
on days pupils go to Thistle – the children 
really enjoy it!”

The six-session project was designed 
for young children to embed skills that 
support health and wellbeing.

In February, pupils from Castleview joined 
Thistle Tai Chi class members for a special 
demonstration and public participation 
session at the National Museum of 
Scotland in celebration of Chinese New 
Year. People of all ages came together 
to enjoy the relaxing power of this 13th 
century martial art. 

As a school, we focus 
on four key values – 
honesty, joy, respect 
and kindness – and all 
our wellbeing work with 
children and families  
ties into these. 

Wellbeing at School

Children of Castleview Primary

Our partnership with 
Thistle helps give children 
strategies for coping with 
difficult feelings. 
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Our people 
Our volunteers 
Without our wonderful, dedicated team of more than 30 
volunteers, Thistle would not be able to provide so many courses 
and classes. From Tai Chi to mindfulness and nutrition pop-ups 
to fundraising events and bag packing, our volunteers are a huge 
part of our Thistle community. We are very grateful for their 
unfailing generosity and support.

Liz’s Story
I chose to volunteer here because I came 
to Thistle for support, and I got it. I came to 
the gym and I loved it, people were really 
friendly and helpful - so I knew I’d enjoy 
volunteering here too.

The curling group is really important to me 
(because it’s my favourite morning!). I’ve 
seen the incredible progress that people 
can make. I’ve seen people go from not 
being able to push the stone 2ft to being 
able to hit the target and play proper 
games. It’s a huge satisfaction. 

The curling group is really important to me 
(because it’s my favourite morning!). I’ve seen 
the incredible progress that people can make. 

What matters to Liz

meeting  
people

being  
involved

encouraging 
people

a friendly  
place

Liz, Thistle volunteer

It’s the same with our Exercise After Stroke 
group. There was a lady who first came 
with a great ambition to be able to walk 
outside. Because of the way our Centre of 
Wellbeing gym is set up, she could manage 
to move outside and now she can walk 
twice around the outside of the building! 
That really matters to her. And to me.
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All Thistle staff share the same core values 
that guide our work supporting people 
to live well. Our employees have the 
opportunity to make a positive difference 
to the lives of others and are passionate 
about and committed to the work of the 
organisation.

We are an equal opportunities employer 
and employ over 400 people, the majority 
of whom are personal assistants providing 
support for disabled people to live in their 
own homes. 

This financial year, new regulations meant 
we reported our gender pay gap, which 
is the difference between the average 
pay for men and women across the 
organisation. 

We are an equal opportunities 
employer and employ over 

400 
people, the majority of whom are 
personal assistants providing 
support for disabled people to live 
in their own homes. 

Our Staff

Tilly, Thistle Facilities Manager and Heather of Hobby Hut

Thistle’s mean gender pay gap at 0.39% 
represents a very small difference in the 
rate of pay of 4 pence per hour in favour of 
men. Our result compares favourably both 
with the British third sector pay gap (4.7%) 
and the Scottish national average across 
all sectors (13.7%). Our median gender 
pay gap is 2.6%, or 22 pence per hour in 
favour of men. More details are available in 
the full report on our website.

Thistle has an emphasis on continuous 
improvement and we seek to be a 
pioneering and innovative organisation 
where staff can work in highly flexible, 
collaborative and responsive ways. We 
support our employees with investment 
in in-house training and development, 
regular meetings with teams and line 
managers, information and consultation 
sessions, practice development groups 
and reflective practice.
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Thistle Learning 
Bringing together the knowledge, experience and learning from 
across Thistle, we have developed a unique range of training and 
development programmes for staff and external partners across 
Scotland. 

In the past year, driven by Government 
policy, there has been a significant 
increase in the number of organisations 
looking to develop their work to address 
‘what matters’ to people and communities. 
Thistle provided training and consultancy 
on Good Conversations and Personal 
Outcomes to support organisations in Fife, 
Dumfries, Falkirk, Angus, Midlothian and 
Edinburgh achieve a more person-centred 
approach. 

Our aspiration is to support organisations 
to build their own capacity to deliver and 
spread the person-centred approach and 
we have developed a training course to 
achieve this which was supported by NHS 
Education for Scotland, the ALLIANCE and 
the Scottish Government Health Literacy 
Programme. 

In total, over the course of the year, we 
delivered 32 courses to 640 health and 
social care practitioners in statutory and 
voluntary sectors.

NHS Lothian 
Thistle is working with NHS Lothian to help 
transform services for people living with 
long-term conditions. This means adopting 
a person-centred, ‘what matters to you’ 

approach that promotes the changes that 
happen when people are supported to self-
manage their condition.

We were commissioned by Edinburgh 
Health and Social Care Partnership to 
deliver training across the city for health 
and social care locality teams. These 
teams include social workers, occupational 
therapists, community nurses and 
homecare co-ordinators. 

During the year, we worked collaboratively 
with the City of Edinburgh Council’s North 
East Locality providing training on Good 
Conversations and support planning.  Read 
their story on page 29.

Thistle Learning facilitators and course participants

In total, over the course of the year, 
we delivered 

32
courses to 

640
health and social care practitioners 
in statutory and voluntary sectors.
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Julie, Ross, Emma, Steve, Catherine, Thistle Learning

Angela Lindsay is City of Edinburgh 
Council’s NE Locality Manager and here 
she shares what matters to her. 

“Working with Thistle, we’re totally 
changing the way we provide health and 
social care for people with long-term 
conditions – away from the process 
of screening people, assessing their 
condition and putting them on a waiting 
list for support.

“We’ve been taking our practitioners back 
to their roots, to what they first learned in 
college, a person-centred way of working 
that has a Good Conversation at its heart, 
asking people what matters to them. This 
recognises that people have the ability to 
make changes and can help themselves, 
given the right support.

“The result is that our practitioners now 
work with someone rather than trying 
to fix their problem. We’re also finding 
that after a good conversation, some 
people don’t need any further support 
which means that there’s more time for 
practitioners to spend with those who do 
need it.

“Reflective practice, or thinking about 
what’s working and what’s not working 
so that action can be taken, is the ‘magic 
dust’ that makes it work. Our practitioners 
see its value and there’s even a reflective 
lunch club!

“Our management teams are all engaged 
in proactively supporting practitioners and 
changing processes to support this way 
of working. What matters is encouraging 
people to think about their strengths and 
what they can do for themselves so that 
we provide the right support.”

We’ve been taking  
our practitioners back 
 to their roots, to what  

they first learned in college,  
a person-centred way of  
working that has a good  

conversation at its heart,  
asking people what  

matters to them. 

Working with Edinburgh Health and Social Care
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Our response was to launch our first-ever 
major fundraising appeal with a campaign 
that ran across Edinburgh and the 
Lothians.

Malcolm, a volunteer for Thistle, agreed to 
share his story – on billboards, on the sides 
and backs of buses, in newspapers and 
across social media.

Thistle also invested in face-to-face 
fundraising with a team out and about 
in Edinburgh and the Lothians raising 
awareness and money to help us cope  
with demand for support. 

Fundraising events
This year, we had a wonderful range of 
well-supported fundraising events, the 
highlight of which was Chi in the Park.

Our volunteer, Margaret, was the driving 
force behind the fantastic event held in 
Princes Street Gardens, Edinburgh, in the 
summer of 2017. The tai chi marathon 
was a great success, drawing hundreds of 
participants from across the Central Belt  
of Scotland and raising over £11,000. 

During this year, we also established a 
community fundraising role at Thistle to 
support our growing community of local 
people and organisations that want to 
make a contribution to our work. We really 
appreciate the support. In February, our 
successful outreach to senior schools 
resulted in funding from the Youth 
Philanthropy Initiative (YPI) Scotland.

Other events included a wonderful 
Christmas Fair at the Centre of Wellbeing 
with fabulous home-baking, traditional 
carols and stalls followed a few weeks 
later by a breath-taking dip in the Forth at 
Portobello in the Thistle Dook. Over the 
course of the year from a huge range of 
activities, we raised over £36,000. 

More information about our fundraising 
activities and how to take part can be 
found on our website www.thistle.org.uk.

Chi in 
the Park

Fundraising
In 2017, for the first time in ten years of offering support for 
people living with long-term physical or mental health conditions, 
Thistle had a waiting list. 

Clare, William and Gail, Thistle Development Team
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“I’m Malcolm and I’m 26. Many people – 
like me – have come to Thistle for support 
at the lowest point in their lives. After  
two brain haemorrhages as a teenager,  
I felt alone, desperate and in urgent need 
of help.

“With the support of a Thistle health and 
wellbeing practitioner, I started to rebuild 
my life. I developed my confidence so that 
I could start to take a few tentative steps 
without my crutch. Today, I only need it 
for longer distances. It was an amazing 
feeling taking those first steps on my own.

“Once I was back in control, I started 
to volunteer for Thistle and supported 
others on their journey back to wellbeing. 
Through this work I’ve seen how people 
benefit from Thistle’s support. What 
matters to me now is helping to make sure 
that no-one has to wait for the support 
they desperately need. That’s why I 
support Thistle’s Stop the Wait campaign.”

I developed  
my confidence  
so that I could 
start to take a  
few tentative 
steps without  

my crutch. 

What matters to Malcolm

to be
independent

to make sure 
that no-one  
has to wait
for support

walk without  
a crutch

Malcolm’s Story

Malcolm, Thistle volunteer

Me at the  
bus depot

My face on 
fundraising 
posters!
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Our charity supports people 
with long-term conditions to 
live the life they want.

At our Centre of Wellbeing  
we provide:

• Consultations

•  Lifestyle management, 
tai-chi, nutrition and 
mindfulness courses.

• Veterans programme

• Support for Syrian refugees

• Creative and social activities

• Gym

• Schools’ outreach

Working with young 
disabled people, their family 
members, team members 
and volunteers to help with 
the transition from school 
towards a life that makes 
sense to them. We currently 
have Government funding for 
this work’

Providing training and 
development for our employees 
and consultancy services for 
external organisations wanting  
a more person-centred, asset 
based approach. 

Thistle 
Foundation

Health and Wellbeing

Young People

We provide support for disabled 
people to live the life they want, 
independently in their own 
homes.

Funding is by local authorities  
(self-directed support 
arrangments).

Supported Living

Thistle LearningWhat we do and  
how we’re funded

Funded work this year:
Our comunity and Centre of 
Wellbeing work is funded by 
government grants, trusts, 
foundations and individual 
donations.  We also have a 
local authority contract to 
work with Midlothian Council.
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Our finances 
Financial sustainability matters greatly to Thistle and everyone  
we support.

Thistle has different funding mechanisms 
for different aspects of our work. 

Supported Living: our work is funded by 
Local Authorities through Self-Directed 
Support (SDS) arrangements with 
43% coming from contracts with local 
authorities and 54% paid direct by the 
people we support. 

However, this money doesn’t cover all 
the costs of training and development 
we provide for our teams of personal 
assistants.

Health and Wellbeing: to finance support 
for people with long-term conditions, 
work with young disabled people and our 
schools outreach, we make applications 
for grants from trusts and statutory 
organisations.  We also run a fundraising 
programme which is essential to keep our 
services free of charge and to enable us to 
offer support to more people.

Thistle Training and Consultancy:  
we charge consultancy fees for our 
work supporting external partners with 
training and development that uses the 
person-centred approach that Thistle has 
developed over many years.

Given the range and scope of our activities, 
we provide a summary here of our income 
and expenditure but full details are 
available in our statutory accounts which 

Financial sustainability 

Thistle continues to invest in a number of 
areas of our operation to help ensure our 
financial sustainability.  

•  We are committed to being a long-term 
provider of supported living in Edinburgh, 
the Lothians and Fife and this year, 
we welcomed 40 people previously 
supported by Garvald Edinburgh when 
the organisation decided to focus on day 
centre activities.

•  We very much appreciate the fantastic 
support we receive from people donating 
both time and money to Thistle. After a 
hiatus of some ten years, this year we are 
investing in our fundraising activity to 
attract new donors.  This also helps us to 
continue to be innovative in the support 
we provide as we become less reliant on 
statutory or trust funding.

•   We continue to invest in training and 
developing our staff so that everyone 
who works for Thistle is grounded in our 
person-centred approach.

For more information, visit our website.

Supported Living  
£6,696,984 
Paid direct 
£3,616,371 
Local authority contract 
£3,080,613

Health and Wellbeing 
£1,193,867 
Fundraising  
£347,199 
Other  
£846,668

Training and Consultancy  
£98,176

Thistle Foundation’s  
income for the financial  
year was £7,989,027

Supported Living  
£7,062,450

Health and wellbeing  
£1,281,056 
of which Fundraising  
£329,000

Training and Consultancy 
£97,965

Our total expenditure for  
the year was £8,441,471

Income 2017/18

Expenditure 2017/18

are available on our website at 
www.thistle.org.uk/who-we-are/our-
impact. Or you can write to us and we’ll 
send you a print-out.

During the financial year, excluding donations and legacies, Thistle Foundation’s turnover 
decreased by 3.5%. This is mainly because there were a few months between Renfrew closing 
(when we lost income because we were supporting fewer people) and welcoming people 
from Garvald Edinburgh.

Our expenditure this financial year grew by 3.2% to £8.44m which is mainly due to running 
our high-profile fundraising campaign and a rise in the Scottish Living Wage rate.
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What matters to the Thistle Board
support  

people to live  
their life

we listen  
to what  

matters to  
people

we act  
on what matters 

to people
uncovering 

people’s talents

Thistle’s  
legacy

financial 
sustainability

pioneering

releasing people’s 
creativity
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What matters to  You?

If you or someone you know would like to find out more 
about support from Thistle, please visit www.thistle.org.uk 
or call 0131 661 3366.



Contact us 
Thistle Foundation 
13 Queens Walk 
Craigmillar 
Edinburgh, EH16 4EA

T: 0131 661 3366  
F: 0131 661 4879 
info@thistle.org.uk  
www.thistle.org.uk

 @thistlefoundation
 @thistlecharity

Photography: Ian Jacobs.

Thistle Foundation is a company limited by guarantee and registered in Scotland, number 
SC24409, registered Scottish charity number SC016816. Registered address Niddrie  
Mains Road, Edinburgh, EH16 4EA.

We believe that life is for living.


